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Abstract In a modern globalised world, military and peace keeping forces often face situa-

tions which require very subtle and well planned operations taking into account

cultural and social aspects of a given region and its population as well as dy-

namic psychological awareness related to recent events which can have impact on

the attitude of the civilians. The goal of the EUSAS project is to develop a pro-

totype of a system enabling mission planning support and training capabilities

for soldiers and police forces dealing with asymmetric threat situations, such

as crowd control in urban territory. In this paper, we discuss the data-farming

infrastructure developed for this project, allowing generation of large amount of

data from agent based simulations for further analysis allowing soldier training

and evaluation of possible outcomes of different rules of engagement.
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1. Introduction

Mission planning support in military applications is a very complex process, involving

several issues, such as analysis of physical environment of the incident, social and

cultural aspects of the location and definition of proper Measures of Effectiveness

for assessment purposes. In particular, asymmetric threats in urban territory, which

involve an operation of a relatively small group of soldiers or police forces within

a city with civilian population ranging from neutral to hostile, require very careful

planning in order to maximize the chances of positive outcome. Due to possibly large

amount of civilians it is very difficult to predict the possible outcomes of different

rules of engagement. This task can be supported by computer agent based simulation

system, which allows the higher echelons to assess different strategies for the operation.

However, in order to get meaningful data from the system, first a significant number

of runs with different parameters must be performed. Obviously this is infeasible,

requiring both an extreme amount of computing power and time, while in military

applications it is often critical to have even rough assessment of the strategy and

possible outcomes in predetermined amount of time.

In this paper we present a part of a system which was developed within the

EUSAS (European Urban Simulation for Asymmetric Scenarios) project, which is

financed by 20 nations under the Joint Investment Program Force Protection of the

EDA. During the EUSAS project we developed a new modelling approach to human

decision making [7] and proposed a combination of object-oriented and ontology-based

approaches for real-time interworking of human behaviour models in the context of

agent-based simulation systems [11]. Afterwards, we evaluated agent-based simulation

platforms [12] to choose the one that best suits the project needs. The results of this

work were used to create highly realistic agent based simulations of military missions.

These simulations are the core of our system which is composed of two parts: serious

game part which aim is support of the training of policemen and soldiers and data

farming part which contains infrastructure and software that executes simulations to

provide framework that supports military mission planning. In this paper we describe

the data farming part.

The aim of the data farming part is to manage data farming experiments (DF

experiments). DF experiment includes several executions of MASON [13] based agent

simulation (of military operation in urban territory) with different values of parame-

ters and gathering of logs and results. The implementation of the agents logic (both

civilians and soldiers) and environment is based on advanced models, which require

each run of the simulation to run for several minutes, taking on the input config-

uration file with all parameters set to proper values and providing on the output

a log file with all events within the simulation relevant for further analysis. Our data

farming systems goal is to provide the researcher with the ability to minimize the

time (and computational cost) of the simulation by limiting the number of simulation

runs necessary for obtaining relevant results as well as dynamically monitoring the

intermediate results and fine tuning the parameter space on the fly.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related

work. Section 3 contains description of user requirements. In section 4, we present

data farming overview from the user point of view. Then, in section 5, we show the

architecture of our system and the user interface in section 6. We conclude this paper

in section 7.

2. Related work

The concept of data farming was invented in 1998 [3, 8]. It may be used in any area

where the research process contains following steps [8]:

• question/topic research and definition,

• model development and gaming,

• parameter space exploration,

• data exploration and analysis.

Since 1998, several tools have been developed. They can be split into three categories

[8]:

• implementations of data farming environments,

• distillation modelling environments,

• data exploration tools.

Two very popular tools are the Maui High Performance Computing Parallel Execu-

tion System (PES) and OldMcData. They integrate following distillation modelling

environments: ISAAC, Socrates, Pythagoras, Mana, PAX and NetLogo. To simplify

the analysis, several visualization tools have been created. Three very popular ones

are: the Playback Tool, the VizTool Landscape Plotter and Avatar.

The data farming is a powerful instrument, especially for military users. Sev-

eral articles describing military application of data farming were created e.g. marine

corps applications of data farming [5], SDF meta-technique [4] or “Data Farming and

Defense Applications” by Horne and Meyer [9]. However, different military applica-

tions demand different techniques and tools. The main aspect that differentiates the

EUSAS project from described solutions is that our systems offers users ability to

interact with the system during the experiment to analyse partial results or to extend

the range of investigated parameters. Attempts of using Grids to perform interactive

and real-time applications have been described in [6], [14] and [10]. Another very

important innovation of our system is the attempt to make the system totally inde-

pendent from infrastructure to provide the user ability to use sources of computing

power on demand (e.g. Clouds).

3. Requirements for mission planning support system

Users of different system parts have different requirements. The users of the serious

game part (soldiers and policemen) need the system that will allow them to perform

virtual missions using their computers. The environment shown on the screens should
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realistically imitate actual locations. Furthermore, the system should allow users to

cooperate during mission training. Users of the data farming part need the system

that will allow them to simulate many possible mission scenarios to verify some rules

of engagement. Although, requirements of serious game users and data farming users

are very different, users of both parts of the system demand high reality of behaviour

of computer agents so advanced psychological models have to be used. In this chapter

we present the requirements of users of the data farming part of the system.

Military users involved in mission planning want to simulate the mission and

check if soldiers are able to perform this mission with some given rules of engage-

ment. The data farming allows users to achieve this goal successfully, since it gives

them ability to check many factors which may influence the mission. The data farming

experiment includes several executions of simulation with different values of parame-

ters that represent these factors. If all simulations executed with different values of

parameters end successfully, there is high probability that the real mission will also

end with success. Otherwise, the users will know which factors are crucial and should

be monitored. Furthermore, the users want to be able to choose ranges of tested

parameters to determine the conditions under which the mission will be performed

(e.g. to determine behaviour of civilians, number of agents etc.). The aim of the

data farming is generation of large amount of data that may be analysed by external

tools which are able to answer users questions. In the EUSAS project, the MASDA

algorithm [2] is used to find which sequences of actions lead soldiers to success and

after which sequences of actions soldiers may be hurt or killed.

Time is very important for the military users so they have to be able to check

predicted time to finish the experiment. If this period of time is not satisfying, they

require ability to speed up the experiment. Moreover, the users expect ability to

check partial results as soon as possible. They also require possibility to modify the

experiment during the runtime. Especially—to extend the parameters space when

needed.

The user requirements imply some problems that have to be solved by providers

of the infrastructure and software. The number of possible parameters combinations

can be very large (ca. 1010). Moreover, each run of the agent based simulation may

take several minutes because one simulation may contain thousands of agents which

have to use advanced psychological models. This is why one personal computer needs

o(105) years to execute one large data farming experiment. We use Cloud as a source

of computing power accessible on demand. To give the user ability to speed up the

experiment we use virtualisation of the resources and a user interface that allows cre-

ating new virtual machines anytime. However, even the most powerful infrastructure

is not able to execute all possible combinations of a large data farming experiment in

acceptable time by military users. Hence the reduction of parameters space have to

be done before the experiment start, however, this reduction is a challenge because

the number of executed combinations of parameters should be low while the loss of

the information connected with the reduction should be minimal. For this purpose,

we use specialized algorithms called “Design of Experiment” (DoE) methods [1] to
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do the reduction. Other user requirements such as ability to check partial results,

modify the experiment during the runtime etc. are addressed by a specialized user

interface (see chapter 6).

4. Data farming overview

The data farming process performed by the EUSAS system is shown in Fig. 1. It

addresses all user requirements described above. In the beginning of the experiment

the initial parameter space has to be defined through selection of values of all parame-

ters. Afterwards, the parameter space is reduced. Reduction size depends on a chosen

design of experiment method—it is possible to obtain several orders of magnitude re-

duction. During the experiment execution, there is an ability to see the partial results

and to do some basic analysis of these results, for instance to generate the regression

tree. On the basis of this analysis, extension of experiment may be done. The user

interface allows to do it interactively. For example, if the analysis shows that one

parameter influences the output more than others, the system may sample it more

densely. The speed up of the experiment may be done by increasing the computing

power (i.e. adding additional nodes) taking cost limit into account. Hence the speed

of the experiment should depend on circumstances.

Figure 1. The data farming process performed by the EUSAS system.

5. Data farming architecture

The data farming architecture was designed to solve problems introduced in Section

3. Together with the user interface (see the next chapter) it creates the system that

fulfils user requirements. Currently, DF experiments are performed on a computing
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infrastructure, which is both dynamic and heterogeneous, the number of comput-

ing nodes can change depending on priorities of different tasks in a data centre and

machines assigned to a particular data farming experiment can represent different

hardware architecture and different operating systems, depending on current avail-

ability of resources.

Although a private data centre has several options regarding delegating parts of

available resources to perform a concrete goal, for instance the physical worker nodes

can be statically assigned and set up to compute DF experiments. However, this

scenario requires substantial administrative effort related to installation and config-

uration of the operating system and software components. Another option is to use

the virtualisation technology and start a number of virtual machines on the existing

worker nodes, which can be stopped when not needed. Using virtualisation often in-

creases utilization of the hardware infrastructure but also is much more flexible, e.g.,

allows running several different operating systems on the same worker node. Unfortu-

nately, in many scenarios the private infrastructure is insufficient due to experiment

or time limitations. To address this challenge, we intend to integrate our solution

with publicly available commercial Clouds such as Amazon EC2, which in theory

can be treated as unlimited source of computing power, depending only on the bud-

get limit for a particular DF experiment. Depending on Cloud type, the computing

power can be provided in various forms. In our case, the Infrastructure-as-a-Service

(IaaS) model is most suitable, as it allows users to run virtual machines on third-

party infrastructure. In most cases, IaaS Clouds provide an easy to use Application

Programming Interface (API) to manage virtual machines. By using public Clouds,

the user can speed up DF experiment when necessary.

A conceptual overview of the DF infrastructure is depicted in Fig. 2. A cen-

tral point that dispatches experiment instances and provides user interface is called

“simulation manager”. We decided to use the “pull” mode to distribute the work

among available resources. Using the “pull” mode means, the computing elements,

e.g., virtual machines, ask for tasks to perform on their own. Thus, there is no need

for simulation manager to know about available computing resources. Instead, the

computing resources only have to know where simulation manager is located. Thus,

it is trivial to scale the infrastructure only by running dedicated software on any

available computing resources.

Regarding infrastructure management, we intend to provide a plug-in-based ap-

proach for extending simulation manager management capabilities. Using this ap-

proach, adding support for new type of computing resource will require only imple-

mentation a well-defined API for creating, running, stopping and destroying virtual

machines for simulation manager and to provide a dedicated view for end users.

Simulations are implemented in Java language (using MASON framework) and

log all actions within the simulation to a text file. The simulation instances are exe-

cuted in virtual machines. The number of instances that are running simultaneously

at each virtual machine is equal to the number of cores assigned to it. Each simu-

lation in MASON uses one thread for its main activities. Although, it is possible to
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perform some activities of agents by other threads simultaneously, the speed up is

smaller than the number of additional cores available for the simulation. The user

is able to start new virtual machines during data farming experiment. New virtual

machines immediately ask for simulation instances what speeds up the experiment.

Figure 2. Data farming infrastructure overview.

The data farming manager schedules instances of experiment designed with ex-

periment manager. It also cooperates with experiment manager during the definition

of experiment providing Design of Experiment methods:

• Full factorial – all possible combinations of values of parameters are used,

• Fractional factorial – only a carefully chosen subset (fraction) of the experimental

runs of a full factorial design is executed. Fedorov algorithm [15] is used to

estimate how many combinations should be chosen,

• Orthogonal Latin Hypercubes – if all parameters have the same number of pos-

sible values, the number of executed instances is equal to the number of possible

values of one parameter. In this case, it is guaranteed that each possible value of

each parameter will be used exactly once. If some parameters have less possible

values than others, some values of these parameters may be used more than once,

• 2K – all possible combinations of minimal and maximal values of parameters are

used.

The simulation manager also gathers data which are a base for analysis of partial

results.
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6. User interface

To manage data farming experiments in a user-friendly way, the EUSAS Data Farming

module provides experimenters and administrators with a dedicated Graphical User

Interface (GUI). It is web-based so it is accessible with various types of devices, which

allows users to design and schedule DF experiments and to manage the Data Farming

infrastructure. It contains two main panels, one dedicated to experiment configuration

and monitoring and the second providing infrastructure management functionality.

6.1. Experiment management interface

“Experiment manager” supports all phases of running DF experiment. In particular,

it allows researchers, e.g., users who run a DF experiment, to perform the following

actions:

• schedule new DF experiments with custom parameterisation (several Design of

Experiment methods are also supported),

• monitor DF experiments already running,

• analyse results of DF experiments either when an experiment is finished or during

the execution of the experiment,

• download results of DF experiment.

The main view of the “Experiment manager” panel provides information about

DF experiments, which are currently running, can be run or were ran in the past.

The user can either go directly to a monitoring view of a currently running or histor-

ical experiment or decide to schedule a new experiment based on one of the available

simulations. Starting a new DF experiment involves selecting parametrisation type of

each input variable of an experiment, e.g., range of values, random value with differ-

ent distributions or a concrete value, and then providing specific parameter values for

each input variable regarding selected parametrisation types. Next, for parameters

with range type of parametrisation, users can apply several Design of Experiment

methods. Input parameters can be grouped into a number of sets, each can have

different DoE method assigned. It gives the user ability to choose DoE which sam-

ple parameters more densely for more important parameters and DoE which reduce

number of combinations better for other parameters.

After starting a DF new experiment, the user is redirected to a dedicated mon-

itoring view depicted in Fig. 3. Using this view, the user can monitor the progress

of the started DF experiment, analyse partial results, extend the experiment and

download results after the experiment finishes.

In terms of analysing partial results of a DF experiment, we provide two types

of charts, which intend to provide information about values of a selected Measure of

Effectiveness (MoE). The first type of charts is histogram of MoE values, while the

second type of charts is regression tree for a selected MoE.

Besides analysing partial results, the user can extend the set of input param-

eter values of a DF experiment. This functionality is embedded in the regression
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tree chart. As in each node of a regression tree (except of leaves) a name of input

parameter is given, the user can select an interesting input parameter and decide to

generate additional experiment instances for new values of the selected input param-

eter. This functionality makes DF experiments interactive, i.e., the user can modify

the experiment during the runtime without starting a new DF experiment.

Figure 3. The monitoring view of a Data Farming experiment.

After the DF experiment is finished, the user can download a compressed package

with results of the experiment. The package contains log files from each experiment

instances and a CSV file with MoE and input parameter values for each experiment

instance. The CSV file can be used, e.g., to analyze results with external, third party

tools.

6.2. Infrastructure management interface

Besides management of DF experiments, “Simulation manager” allows users to man-

age the infrastructure, which is used to perform the DF experiments. “Infrastructure

manager” is a panel (depicted in Fig. 4), which intends to facilitate the administra-

tion of the DF infrastructure. In the current version, it supports virtualised private

infrastructure.

By using “Infrastructure manager”, the user can register physical devices, which

will be used to run virtual machines. Then, the user can create new virtual machines

with a specified set of resources, e.g., number of CPU cores and amount of RAM.

Each created virtual machine can be run, paused, stopped and deleted.
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Figure 4. Data farming infrastructure management view.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a novel generic purpose solution for performing large

scale data farming experiments on heterogeneous computing infrastructure consisting

of privately owned and Cloud based resources. The system is currently being used for

running data farming experiments related to military scenarios within the framework

of European Defence Agency EUSAS project, where the simulation runs provide data

about possible behaviour outcomes of large groups of civilians and blue forces in both

military and urban crowd control scenarios. The data produced by the data farming

is used to improve the psychological models of the civilian agents in the simulation

as well as evaluate different rules of engagement for different situations.

The main future work for this system is improvement of the user interface in

order to reflect the requirements of actual military analysts and integration of the

system with existing Cloud infrastructures in order to extend the scalability of the

system.
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